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As our students master their kicks and

perfect their katas, we aim to showcase

their skills in karate tournaments, where

they can bond with other martial artists and

spend a day competing with others. Sensei

Roosevelt and Master Lau are preparing

students for tournaments through a three-

step process, which they hope to have

everybody on board by the upcoming fall.

First, we train our students to adapt to

tournament conventions and rules - each

kata has a specific format and sparring

rules may be different in tournaments.

Teaching the differences in kata and

sparring will help our students compete

against people from other schools and

succeed.

We have also hosted several events to help

students adapt to the tournament format,

such as a self-defense seminar or an in-

house tournament. This helps them get used

to a more formal setting as opposed to a

class setting. By competing against those

from the same school, we prepare our

students to fight against other highly-

qualified martial artists across the east

coast.

Finally, we invite everyone to participate in

local tournaments within the state. On

those days, we close the school so that

those who compete don't miss out on any

classes. Not only is it a great  chance to

show off your karate skills, its an amazing

team bonding experience with the chance

to win medals and trophies!

So far, we have extended invitations to two

tournaments - one in Pennsylvania and

another in New Jersey. In both of these

events, our students have excelled, with

Daniella winning grand champion in her

division and Izabella placing first in her

kata bracket.

Little Dragons: Kedan Liu

Samurai 5-7: Maya Palmer

Samurai 8-12: Jack Jennings

Teen/Adult: Maya Pomeranke

Advanced Samurai: Sora

Kumita

S T U D E N T S  O F
T H E  M O N T H

After years of training and dedication on the

mat, Instructor Teddy and Instructor Matt

are off to college this summer! We wish them

the best of luck in their future endeavors and

hope to see them sometime soon. Instructor

Matt hopes to achieve his black belt this

summer before moving and Instructor Teddy

hopes to maintain his physical fitness through

martial arts. We thank Teddy and Matt for

their hard work throughout the years and

hope that our students can fulfill the same

role in the future!

F A R E W E L L :  I N S T R U C T O R S
T E D D Y  A N D  M A T T

Izabella and Daniella show off their medals

at the NJ Super Showdown Championship

Tournament!

Tournament Prep

Although these tournaments are new

experiences for our students, Sensei

Roosevelt and Master Lau believe that the

three-step process helps them adapt to

the unknown and excel.

Sensei Roosevelt is excited to train his

students to compete and has plans for a

special competition class and team once

more people attend tournaments. However,

  before he can fulfill his plans, he believes

that increased class participation is the key

to improving RKA's tournament presence.

"We would also love all our students to

come in at least 2-3 times a week," Sensei

Roosevelt says.

"That way, they are always in shape and

competition-ready. With the help of all of

our instructors, all of our students should

be able to well at any tournament! We

would like to have all our students go to a

competition in the near future. We will

keep everyone updated on the next one!"



In addition to fighting, kata is an integral part of Shotokan

Karate and traces its roots to traditional Japanese forms. When

our Samurai students learn the kata, they pick up the basic

moves first and refine their technique through repetition. Each

class, our RKA staff recites a mental checklist to help students

perfect their kata: where should the punches go? How wide

should the stances be? How should the shoulders be positioned?

After drilling students with these questions, they get comfortable

with their kata to the point where they can do it blindfolded, a

sort of "test" that Sensei Roosevelt uses to ensure the best

technique. However, an award-winning kata relies not only on

technique but also spirit. That's why we've provided a few tips to

help bring your kata to the next level.

1. Relax.

Once you have the techniques and order of a kata, try not to

move in a robotic fashion. Your kata should be strong, but it

should also flow.

2. Power.

Strong movement within the kata requires not only strength but

also mental techniques. Balance, relaxation before the strike,

mental readiness, speed, breathing, timing and technique - all of

these must come together on the impact of any strike! Get these

right and you will have your power.

3. Zanshin.

Also known as "remaining spirit". Do not focus so much on one

technique that you are unaware of everything else around you.

4. Expression.

Your face should be calm and still throughout the kata.

Summer 2022

Kata: Spirit First, Technique Second

T-shirt Contest - Design a new logo for RKA! The

winner will have their logo put on the summer shirts.

RKA Summer
Events/Specials

Sparring Gear - Starting in the summer, we will

require all students to have a full set of gear.

Summer Boot Camps - Sign up for our summer

camps and receive credit toward your next belt!

See the front desk for more details.

Tournament Prep - Prepare for our fall

tournaments with exclusive kata and sparring

training this summer!

Valentina practices her sparring combinations on Richie in the

Advanced Samurai class.

Move-In - Join the RKA team into a new location

coming this summer! (ask for more details)

The Samurai class performs Pinan Nidan, the first kata in the

karate curriculum.

5. Kime.

Also known as "focus", or "stop". After each move in the kata, try

to stay completely still for a split second.

6. Timing.

Every kata has it’s own rhythm and timing. Pay attention to this

and combine it with your own timing and your kata will excel.

7. Application.

It’s very important to understand Bunkai, the meaning of each

karate move within the kata - these moves are not random!


